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Abstract

In this study it is presented severa�� ��nsiderati�ns ��n�ernin�� the e��e�ents that �i���raphies ��u��d�� ��nsiderati�ns ��n�ernin�� the e��e�ents that �i���raphies ��u��d 
��ntri�ute t� �he�istry edu�ati�n. It is ana��yzed tw� parti�u��ar �ases: �i���raphies fr�� tw� hi��h s�h���� 
�he�istry text���ks and an audi�visua�� in the f�r� �f an ani�ated fi�ti�na�� d��u�entary a��ut the ��ife 
�f Marie Curie. The ana��ysis was �arried �ut f������win�� a �eth�d������y desi��ned t� ana��yze text���ks in 
whi�h we visua��ize s�ien�e as a netw�rk where we identify e��e�ents that a�����w us t� tra�k h�w s�ien�e 
�ir�u��ates; we have used previ�us��y these e��e�ents in ana��yzin�� audi�visua�� �ateria��s f�r ���assr��� 
(Arr�i� and Farías, 2011).
These resu��ts sh�w that despite the fa�t that �i���raphies have e��e�ents whi�h justify the �riti�is� they have 
re�eived within s�ien�e edu�ati�n they �an i�pr�ve the ��ntextua��izati�n and ����a��izati�n �f s�ientifi� 
a�tivity �y �akin�� new ��nne�ti�ns �etween th�se a�t�rs that are n�t ��enera����y part �f s�h����s’ a���unts 
�f s�ien�e: s�ientists, instituti�ns, and p��a�es, a��n��st �thers. This fa�t was further su�stantiated after 
ana��yzin�� the d��u�entary.
It is pr�p�sed that the in���usi�n �f �i���raphies has a vast p�tentia�� f�r ��nveyin�� a ��re rea��isti� i�a��e 
�f s�ientifi� a�tivity - �ut �n��y if the �i���raphies are spe�ifi�a����y desi��ned f�r tea�hin�� and are underst��d 
t� �e narr�w��y re��ated t� the p�pu��arizati�n �f s�ien�e, s�ien�e edu�ati�n, and the hist�ri���raphy �f 
s�ien�e. M�re�ver, �i���raphies �an ��end ��re wei��ht t� the r���e �f s�ientists as narrative axes, where 
then the s�h���� dis��urse �an re��ver the pers�n, that is, the s�ientist as a su�je�t and individua��. Within 
a settin�� where s�h���� s�ien�e is pri�ari��y �entered �n ��n�epts this pr��ess �an stren��then the affe�tive 
��inks �etween students and tea�hers.
Key words: audi�visua��, i�a��e �f s�ien�e, narratives, s�ientists, text���ks.

Introduction

one of the most pressing concerns within science education is the youth’s lack of interest 
in getting involved with science careers or science education itself. the alternatives that seek 
a solution to this problem have resorted to the need to demonstrate that what is learned is 
meaningful, to highlighting the connections between science and society, e.g., through the stse 
focus, or to highlighting the relationship between science education and citizenship education, 
amongst others.   

an important task of science education is making science more relevant to students, 
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more easily learned and remembered, and more reflective of the actual practice of science, at 
least it is expected to be done.

it is possible to provide some situations to confront the students´ views of science 
to challenge them to reflect about it. experiences come from interaction with a learning 
environment, on this it is important to give them a chance to understand how science works.

according to holbrook (2010):

education cannot be developed in a vacuum. it needs a context and this context, inevitably 
in science lessons, involves science content and science conceptual learning. thus, 
although science content need not be specified and may be related to a contemporary 
context, science lessons utilise the acquisition of scientific ideas to aspire to playing their 
major role in the development of students through an appropriate context.

it is fundamental that teachers investigate which situations could make students 
interested in science and how that interest can be developed and connected to the understanding 
of the nature of science. these kind of strategies can also help establish links between the 
nature of science and reality. the importance of the knowledge of how science works has been 
acknowledged by science education researchers, policy makers and teachers (matthews, 1994), 
but it is necessary to bring students closer to science, to at least learn about science, not just to 
able to pass school exams.  

farías and castelló (2011) have shown how science in textbooks reflecting the priorities 
of school science has, to a large extent, forgotten about the scientists, who generally appear as 
spatiotemporally delocalized, depersonalized, decontextualized and mythologized. scientists 
could actually be an emotive link to youth who might identify with or feel attracted to them 
through their life story.

in general sense, narrative may be defined as “telling someone else that something 
happened” (herrenstein-smith 1981, p. 228 apud metz et al. 2007). according to norris et al. 
(2005) the narrative describes “the desire created in readers and listeners to know what will 
happen”. stories are used every day as a way of making sense of and communicating events in 
the world (avraamidou and osborne, 2008).

schank and berman (2002), point out a story as “ structured, coherent retelling of an 
experience or a fictional account of an experience... and that in some sense, all stories can be 
considered didactic in nature, in that they are intended to teach or convey something to the 
listener”.

in this study, through the view of the life of scientists as captured in biographies, it was 
studied one of the possibilities of the need to turn the center of attention of the school science 
discourse to the scientists themselves.

the genre of biography has been greatly related to the popularization and teaching of 
science as well as to the historiography of science, which was consolidated in the 19th and 20th 
centuries. in this consolidation the focus shifted to the history of disciplines and ideas, leaving 
out the history of the life of scientists, which then became the subject of the genre of biography 
(söderqvist, 2007a).

aside from being a constitutive element of scientific culture, and having a vast utility 
for contextualizing the history of social science culturally and politically, at some point in 
history biographies have been written for pedagogic ends. they have been written to show how 
exciting science can be and to show the human side of those few men who were beginning to 
be questioned in light of the possibility of science being connected with the war. nevertheless, 
biographies then lost significance not only for the history of science, but also for scientific 
education when they became related to a more “literary” and “anecdotal” character, one much 
against the rigidity of the positivist scientific discourse (söderqvist, 2007b). 
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additionally, from the perspective of the history of science biographies started turning 
into an undesirable element given that as a literary genre they reflected not only the values of the 
author and of its time, but also gave importance to certain aspects in line with certain interests 
depending on what was hoping to be conveyed to the readers, leaving out others deliberately 
(Kragh, 2007). moreover, its programmatic function favors the repetition of stereotypical 
representations, conveying the narrative of the heroic history of the 19th century, dehumanized 
and embodied by a few selected geniuses (lindskov, 2007).  

in terms of science education biographies have been criticized at great length for being 
written in short phrases with idealized comments describing the scientist and a great number 
of facts about places and dates, but without contributing elements that reflect the social and 
historic contextualization of scientific activity (Jaffe, 1938; izquierdo, 1996; Kipnis, 1996; 
söderqvist, 2007a).

despite the negative outlook of biographies, we consider that faced with the need to 
connect students and teachers with science they can turn out to be useful for demonstrating that 
science is not only a group of finished products, but the result of processes carried out by people 
just as human as the actors of the educative process. in this study it was set out to analyze 
biographies from the model of the circulation of science as proposed by bruno latour. this is 
a model in which science is understood as tangled network where we find politics, scientists, 
equipment, laboratories, non-humans, scientific models and institutions, amongst others, all 
connected. 

Methodology of Research 

in this study it was analyzed the biographies from two chemistry textbooks published in 
spain and an animated fictional documentary about the life of marie curie:

book 1: física y Química. (1994), authors: a. l. lasheras and ma. p. carretero;
book 2: ciencias físico-químicas. (1935), author: a. mingarro;(1935), author: a. mingarro;
episode 22 of the animated series “así es la vida. los inventores: marie curie” (1994) 

(such is life. inventors: marie curie), director: albert barillé.

the methodology used was designed by farías and castelló (2011) for the analysis of 
the way in which science is talked about in textbooks. this methodology is based on the model 
of the circulation of science as proposed by bruno latour (2001), a french sociologist who 
considers that scientific activity can be understood as a complex network in which different 
nodes are connected, representing the relationship between five categories of elements:

mobilization of the world: the participation of instruments, laboratories, equipment, 
experiments and places in the production of science.

autonomization: the participation of associations, institutions, disciplinary groups, and 
others that take into account how scientists are connected with each other around common 
subjects.

alliances: the relationship between scientists and any type of funding, patronage, 
scientific support, political support, etc. which facilitate the realization of scientific activities.

public representation: the way in which scientists leave their academic circles and get 
involved with the public with the end of making their work known. 

finally, latour grants the most important role to a fifth category he designates as “nodes 
or links”, these are the concepts, theories, laws, hypotheses, constants, formulas, principles, 
equations, and models that are established by scientists to articulate an explanation of the 
natural world and around which the other four categories move. 

it is consider that in order to represent this complex network it is need to show the role 
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of humans and non-humans–entities of the material world that emerge as a product of science 
and whose identity refers to the practice and relationships they can establish. thus, in each of 
the analyzed biographies it is searched for the presence of these seven categories defined by the 
attributes of table 1 and through the rendering of each of their corresponding networks, using 
Gephi 0.8-beta, it was showed the connection between the different actors. 

Table 1. Categories and attributes for classifying the different elements present 
in the analyzed biographies.

Category Attributes

Mobilization Instruments, laboratories, equipment, places
Autonomy Association, institutions, disciplinary groups, disciplines

Funding Financing, sponsors, scientific support, political support, prizes

Representation Relations with the public

Links Concepts, theories, laws, hypotheses, constants, formulas, principles, models

Non-humans Entities of the material world defined by scientific practice and their relations with 
other nodes

Humans Scientists, philosophers, poets, politicians, soldiers...

Results of Research

initially, a few aspects were analyzed with respect to the two textbooks. book 1, published 
in 1994, was characterized by presenting a few boxes found on the margin with the biographies 
of some scientists along with a few traditional contents for an eleventh-grade chemistry class. 
the information inside the box of lord ernst rutherford is represented in figure 1 with a 
network in which we can see elements from table 1 and their connections.

multiple connections are established around the node that represents rutherford 
connecting him with other scientists, institutions, places, laboratories, non-humans (the finished 
products of science) and links (scientific concepts), which allow the contextualization and 
localization of scientific activity. in books that lack biographies these type of connections do 
not appear, the ties are established primarily between links, non-humans and a few disconnected 
humans that always appear on the periphery, generally only connected by one point to the 
network, a connection that usually refers to a discovery (farías and castelló, 2011).
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Figure 1: Network that represents the circulation of science in the biography of 
Lord Ernst Rutherford in Book 1.

on the other hand, in book 2 it was found that in most of the chapters biographies appear 
in the form of an epilogue. these biographies contribute a great deal of additional information 
about trajectories (places) and institutional links. nonetheless, in many of the cases these new 
nodes are not connected to any other elements leaving the information disconnected (figure 
2). the way in which these biographies are presented, with short phrases and a great number 
of facts about places and dates, is a clear example of an aspect that has been greatly discussed 
and criticized in science education, as was mentioned in the introduction. this aspect refers to 
fact that biographies can limit themselves to only introducing large quantities of information 
regarding dates and places without contributing elements that reflect the social and historical 
contextualization of scientific activity.

Figure 2: Network that represents the circulation of science in the biography of 
Albert Einstein in Book 2.
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When comparing the two books through the possibility of finding a biography in 
common, in this case that of John dalton, we can appreciate a few similar aspects, but also a 
few differences. table 2 shows the types of attributes to which the elements in each biography 
belong. it is clear how in both cases the biography of dalton is associated with a few places, 
disciplines, and non-humans, but especially with links. We can see how these are elements that 
are more important to the account of school science and how the biographies that end up in 
textbooks, despite contributing few contextual nodes, which can convey an image of scientists 
connected with other elements, focus instead on the relationship of these concepts that are the 
epicenter of scientific activity at school level.

Table 2. Comparison of elements present in the biography of John Dalton for the 
two textbooks published in Spain.

Attribute Book 1 (1994) Book 2 (1935)

Places Manchester

Eaglesfield
Cumberland
Manchester

England
Institutions Manchester School

Disciplines Mathematics, Physics, Modern Chemistry Chemistry

Humans Democritus
Non-humans Chemical Substances, Atom Atom

Links

Daltonism, Atomic Theory, Law of Multiple 
Proportions, Law of Partial Pressures, Gases, 

Chemistry Analysis, Chemical Synthesis, 
Chemical Symbol

Chemical Equivalent, Heat, Vapor, Atomism, 
Law of Multiple Proportions

this point is key if it is compared characteristics of the biographies from the textbooks 
with that of the animated series. figure 3 shows the network that comes out of the analysis of 
the documentary. in this network it is possible to see how the educative scientific discourse, 
not necessarily constrained to the school sphere, but actually done with popularization in mind, 
shows a large number of elements that allow us to localize scientists in more rich spatiotemporal 
contexts. in this way these types of biographies allow us to see a relationship between scientists 
and other humans, not only with other scientists, but also with politics and the public. We 
can also see the relationship with institutions, the importance of prizes and recognition as a 
source of funding for future research, the trajectories as well as the ideals, emotions and other 
subjective aspects that have been left out of a discourse full of truths and finished facts, the 
discourse that dominates school science.

on the other hand, in the network representing how science circulates in the documentary 
about the life of marie curie we can observe the presence of links and non-humans, elements 
central to the science of textbooks, occupying less central positions although connected with 
scientists, places, institutions, etc. this means that the contextualization that is gained with a 
biography in order to speak about scientific concepts is not exclusive to the scientists, but is 
gained through the richness of the connections.
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Figure 3: Network that represents the circulation of science in the biography of 
Marie Curie in the animated documentary about her life.

these examples show the elements that biographies can contribute and opens the door 
to being able to understand them as the potential axes of a scientific account different from the 
one in textbooks. in this new account other sources such as documentaries, interviews, or films, 
with the aim of making the lives of scientist known, could find their way into the classroom 
as elements that should be part of the science taught to teachers and students. these networks 
show how the elements that biographies contribute turn the scientists into central nodes and 
also how science grows radially around them. if it is understanding science through the analogy 
of networks it could be interesting to see how biographies can give a first push in bringing 
scientists to the center and also how later these networks can be “made to grow” by introducing 
connecting with aspects central to school science. this is a task in which neither the scientists 
nor the concepts are neglected.

Didactic Implications

the visualization of elements that biographies mobilize, through network analysis, has 
allowed us to understand how including biographies has a vast potential value. it consists of 
introducing discursive elements in textbooks that contribute to the contextualization as well as 
introducing connections that reflect aspects about the science that has stayed on the margin of 
school science. it would allow us to understand science as a more complex activity, while also 
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allowing us to bring scientists from their peripheral positions to more central positions; that is to 
say, to highlight the importance of scientists inside an account of science dominated by links. 

the point, however, is that the type of biographies included in textbooks should be 
carefully designed for teaching school science. there the aim is to emphasize the importance 
of scientific activity, scientific nature, and the role of each different element that describes 
science.

likewise, it is necessary to see biographies from a different perspective where they are 
not added like patches to textbooks which want to “humanize” scientific activity. this is a 
perspective in which biographies do not become endless source of dates and places or idealized 
descriptions of those super humans that do science. instead, they serve as a bridge connecting 
those humans that do science with the elements that they produce so that we can speak about 
scientific knowledge. this perspective should show how theories, models, and concepts do not 
exist by themselves, but are actually a product of an activity carried out by people as human as 
the science students and teachers themselves. it is necessary also, to recognize the multiplicity 
and multiple ends with which biographies can be written: entertain, motivate young scientists 
who will surely be interested in the journeys of professional scientists, explain the technical 
work of scientists, honor the men of science (and more and more the women of science as 
well), establish modern and secular scientific heroes and heroines, instill moral values, and earn 
money (söderqvist 2007b). 

in this way, if in science education we recognize this multiplicity, if we accept that one of 
the faces of biographies could be highly didactic and we rescue their good qualities to transmit 
a new image of science in school, we could count on a “new” and very strong tool. by making 
the life of scientists the center of the narrative we can rescue from biographies, for the school 
discourse, the person, the scientist as a subject and individual. hence, we can establish affective 
links between students and teachers with an estranged science centered only on the cognitive.

Conclusions

like all elements that are part of the complex network of science biographies have suffered 
a series of transformation, generally unknown to the dynamics of the scientific educative sphere, 
throughout their history. the way in which some biographies have been traditionally treated in 
textbooks has led to their criticism and censoring in the science classroom. nevertheless, in this 
work we have taken on the task of showing that they can contribute interesting elements when 
it comes to presenting a more contextualized science, but especially when it comes to regaining 
the attention of the scientific account by the people who make science and the way in which 
they are connected to scientific concepts who play the lead in the account of school science.          

thus, in a setting where students and teachers feel more and more attracted to science, the 
research in science education should join forces to show that school science can be increasingly 
more close to real science and increasingly farther from a rigid science that is based solely on 
concepts. making the life of scientists relevant can be one of many strategies that allow the 
humanization of the science that is transmitted by textbooks and the classrooms in which these 
are used.
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